the hierarchy in which the tests proceed are the same regardless of whether one uses "conventional ANCOVA" or the multiple regression approach.
It was felt that a contrast between a correct application of hierarchical regression analysis in an ANCOVA design and Smyth's incorrect application will help dramatize the deleterious consequences of the latter. To this end, the small numerical example given in Table 1 will be analyzed using both hierarchies. An example of a design with an experimental (E) and a control (C) group with one covariate is used here, because this is the type of design used by Smyth in his ANCOVAS. Multiple regression analysis is easily generalized to designs with more than two groups, with multiple covariates, and multiple factors (see Pedhazur, 1982, chap. 12 and 13) . It is the generality of the regression approach that makes it an attractive alternative to the "conventional AN-COVA" calculations.
The illustrative data of Table 1 are used here because (a) they afford a demonstration of dramatic differences between different regression coefficients (see below) and (b) they are analyzed and discussed in detail by Pedhazur (1982, pp. 532-540) in contexts related to the analysis to be presented here (i.e., ecological fallacies, the unit of analysis).
The data of Part a in Table 1 are displayed in Part b in a format suitable for regression analysis. Vectors F and ^consist of scores on the dependent variable and the covariate, respectively, for the subjects of both groups. A dummy vector, D, represents group membership, where Is were assigned to members of E and Os to members of C. These are the codes used by Smyth in his analyses (for other coding methods, and designs with multiple groups and multiple covariates, see Pedhazur, 1982, chap. 12 and 13) . The product of X and D is XD. Now, the first test is addressed to the question of whether there is an interaction between the covariate and the treatments, or groups, variable. This is equivalent to the test of homogeneity of within-groups regression coefficients discussed in detail in presentations of "conventional ANCOVA." This, then, is the first test in the hierarchical regression analysis and is accomplished by testing the proportion of variance incremented by the product vector (XD), over and above the proportion of variance accounted for by the covariate and the dummy vector. For the example under consideration, this is a test of the difference between two squared multiple correlations: R\-xj)jco ~ R\-X,D-As may be noted at the bottom of Table 1 , both squared multiple correlations are .75758, indicating that the proportion of variance incremented by XD is zero. This, of course, means that there is no interaction between the covariate and the treatments. Parenthetically, it will be noted that because there is only one product vector when the design consists of two groups, the same test can be accomplished by testing the regression coefficient (b) for the product vector (XD) in an equation that consists of X, D, and XD as the "independent variables." In the present example, the regression coefficient for XD in such an equation is equal to zero.
On the basis of the preceding it is, of course, concluded that the within-groups regression coefficients are homogeneous and that one can therefore proceed to the next step in the hierarchical analysis, namely, to test whether the means of the treatment groups differ significantly after they have been adjusted for the covariate. (Analytic procedures for situations in which the within-groups regression coefficients are heterogeneous are found in Huitema, 1980; Pedhazur, 1982.) Cohen & Cohen, 1975; Pedhazur, 1982) has F(\, 1) = 10.29, p < .05. Again, because there are only two groups in the present design, the same test could be performed by testing the regression coefficient for the dummy vector in an equation that consists of the covariate and the dummy vector as the independent variables. In other words, it is the equation from which XD was excluded, because it has already been established that there is no interaction between the covariate and the treatments. On the basis of either of the tests it is concluded that there is a significant difference between the adjusted means of the experimental and the control groups.
The analysis could have been terminated at this stage, except that it is necessary to investigate the nature of the contribution of the covariate. This is accomplished by studying, and testing, the proportion of variance incremented by the covariate over and above the vector representing group membership. On the basis of the two tests (the test of the interaction, followed the test of the common b) it is clear that in the present example the regression of Y on X within each group is zero. In other words, the covariate in the present example is an irrelevant variable, and therefore no adjustment is taking place-the adjusted means are equal to the original means. This is reflected in the regression equation reported above: The mean of the control group is equal to the intercept in the above equation (3), and the mean of the experimental group is equal to the intercept plus the b for the dummy vector (i.e., 3 + 5 = 8). Note that the b for the dummy vector is equal to the difference between the two means (see discussion above about the equivalence of the test of this b and the test of the increment in the proportion of variance due to the dummy vector).
Because the covariate is irrelevant in the present example, it is removed from the equation, and the dependent variable is regressed on the dummy variable only. As has already been shown, Ry. D = .75758. The regression equation is Y = 3 + 5D. The test of significance of this squared multiple correlation, which in the present case is equivalent to the test of significance of the b for D, is F(l, 8) = 25, p< .01. Two things are noted: (a) When an irrelevant variable (the covariate in the present example) is included in an analysis, the regression estimates for the other variables are not biased; and (b) the statistical tests of significance are affected by the inclusion of irrelevant variables (see Pedhazur, 1982, pp. 228-229) .
In sum, a correct hierarchical regression analysis enabled one to uncover that the within-groups regressions of the dependent variable on the covariate equal zero and that the difference between the means of the experimental and control groups is due solely to the treatment (assuming, of course, that the study is internally valid-an issue not addressed in the present comment). It will now be shown how radically different, and incorrect, the conclusions are when one follows the hierarchical analysis applied by Smyth (1982) .
Using a set-up identical to the one given in Part b of Table 1 , Smyth first entered the covariate (X) "to determine if there was a main effect due to the covariate" (p. 558). For the present data this yields R 2 Y . X = .40107; Y' = .65 + MX; F(l, 8) = 5.36, p < .05. What Smyth failed to recognize is that in doing this analysis, he was calculating and testing (the first column of his Table 1 ) total coefficients. In the present example, .40107 is the squared total correlation between X and Y, and .88 is the total regression coefficient of Y on X. Distinctions and interrelations among within, between, and total coefficients with reference to the data of Table 1 will be found in the work by Pedhazur (1982, pp. 530-540) . In the context of the present discussion, it is only pointed out that in an ANCOVA design, it is the pooled within-groups regression coefficient, not the total coefficient, that is tested, after it has been established that the within-groups regression coefficients are homogeneous. Testing the "total" regression in the context of ANCOVA was aptly likened by Cohen and Cohen (1975, p. 308) to stepping on one's own toes. It will be recalled that in the earlier analysis, it was established that the regression of the dependent variable on the covariate within each group is zero and that the covariate is therefore irrelevant. Following Smyth, on the other hand, one arrives at the erroneous conclusion that the covariate has a significant effect on the dependent variable.
In the second step in Smyth's (1982) hierarchical analysis, "the interactional term was entered next to determine if experimental subjects' neuroticism influenced their reactions to the conflictual paramnesia as was expected" (pp. 558-559) . What the preceding amounts to is an attempt to test whether there is an interaction between the covariate and the treatments or whether the within-groups regression coefficients are homogeneous. It has already been shown that for the data of The correct approach to determine the proportion of variance accounted for by the interaction is to enter the vector representing the interaction after the vector that represents the main effect, thereby partialing the latter out of the former, not the other way around, as Smyth did (for detailed discussions of this point, see Cohen & Cohen, 1975, chap. 9; Cohen, 1978) . The reason one detects what are erroneously considered meaningful interactions when one follows Smyth's approach is that a relatively high correlation between the dummy vector and the product vector is built in by the manner in which the latter is generated. For the data of Table 1 , the correlation between D and XD is .96152. Therefore, entering XD first allows it to appropriate most of the variance that should be attributed toD.
Smyth's last step in the hierarchical analysis is to enter the main effect vector. For the data of In conclusion, Smyth began by rejecting "conventional ANCOVA" for unfounded reasons and ended up with analyses that had no bearing on the hypotheses he wished to test and thought he was testing. His discussion and conclusions based on these analyses, are therefore meaningless.
